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MACRO SOCIAL FACTORS AND RURAL MOBILISATION IN IRELAND*

MICEAL ROSS**

INTRODU C TION

A demographic revolution has changed the face of Ireland beyond recognition.
This resurgence has rejuvenated rural areas long stricken with decline and kindled
new hope.    To ensure that this change becomes a permanent feature of Irish demography
policy makers will need to reconsider several strategies adopted in the past. Is the
highly centralised nature of Irish administration and the emphasis on social engineering
the most fruitful approach for the future? Can policies of agricultural efficiency and
’transplanted Industrialisation’ ensure vibrant rural economies’? Can the theoretical
debate on rural development provide new insights to enhance performance? This paper
considers some of these issues and puts forward a model by Weintraub as a focus through
which to view some recent Irish experience and some novel experiments in rural
development. Drawing on these elements a four-fold system is proposed in the context
of integrated rural development.

The nature of the challenges in Ireland

Until recently Ireland featured in the demographic textbooks as a unique example of
a national entity where the population has declined from six and one half millions in the
mid-nineteenth century to less than three millions a century later. This phenomenon
was associated with high emigration which drained off more than the natural increase.
The latter was the product of a low marriage rate and a high fertility rate so that, in
international terms, the natural increase itself was average. The aging society, which
produced this outcome, was delineated by Arensberg ard Kimball in the late thirties.
This pioneering study of rural society was believed to represent a long standing traditional
pattern of Irish rural life.

By 1960 this conventional wisdom about Ireland had become outmoded. The growth
of serious native research by sociologists, such as Hannan, historians such as Colmell
and to a lesser extent economists, such as Walsh, revealed major deficiencies in our
’traditional’ understanding of rural society. At the same time as our perceptions were
changing, demographic behaviour altered spectacularly. During the sixties marriage
rates increased by more than fifty per cent and fairly uniformly over the national space.
Fertility levels began to decline but not so much as to prevent Ireland having the fastest
growing and youngest population in Europe. Such a transformation was not even dreamt
of when the Emigration Commission studied the demographic haemorrhage of the fifties.
After 1969 return population flows were greater than outflows and this pattern persisted
over much of the seventies. Gradually the realtsation gathered momentum that the Irish
population was growing again, was more youthful, was marrying earlier than before the
G rear Famine and that the countryside was being re-populated. The 1979 Census confirmed
the visible evidence of rejuvenation and recorded return flows into most areas, even those
where superficially there appeared to be little reason to expect people to relocate.
Similar population trends were reported from other countries - e.g., by Vining and
Kontuly (1979) - but nowhere were satisfactory explanations being offered by academic
researchers.
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and Practice.
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Implications for development policy

Whatever about explanations, for administrators and society at large a new
mentality was required. Gone was the depression fostered by decline, to be replaced
by the difficulties of coping with hope and growth. New national programmes sought
to consolidate the new trend by planning for full employment under conditions of zero
net migration. These programmes were studied by Ross and Walsh (1979) to establish
whether the targets set for manufacturing and farming would, if achieved, be adequate
to ensure full employment in the regions and whether new dimensions were required in
regional policy. Nationally a targeted annual increase in net manufacturing employment
of 9,250 was projected to be offset by a decline of 4,250 in agriculture. Other employment

was required to increase by 18,000 annually to reach the full employment goal. This was
optimistic since past experience had shown that agricultural declines were considerably
more than growth in manufacturing and other employment combined. Put in regional terms
it was clear that only the Eastern Region (which contains Dublin) had a past performance
which came anywhere near to the achievements that would be required in the future. In
part this was due to less scope for labour shedding from the more rationalised agriculture
in that region. In most regions agriculture employed a large share of the workforce.
Job losses in farming were a multiple of job gains in manufacturing and generally speaking
net gain in other employment was negligible. At the national level plans could refer
loosely to multipliers which were expected to make up the difference. At local level the
type of industrialisation occurring, underemployment in many service activities, and the
dispersed rural nature of much of the regional space militated against strong local

multipliers. (See Baker and Ross, 1975). Buoyancy in local economies could not be
left to the mercy of vague concepts. Either more industrialisation had to occur or, if
this was not feasible, more jobs in other employment had to be created. Bettor still,
both strategies should be adopted simultaneously.

On the manufacturing front the Industrial Development Authority had been extremely
successful by international standards in attracting ’footloose’ international industry.
However, increasing international competition had severely limited the prospects of
greatly exceeding past achievements and the IDA has, to an increasing extent, been
looking at internal resources to achieve its job targets. In manufacturing a complicating
factor for the regions was the occurrence of large-scale redundancies in the older
industrialised regions of the East and North East. These were due in part to the
dismantling of protection trader the terms of the Anglo-Irish Free Trade Area agreement
and later of accession to the EEC but were due also to the world recession. Hitherto
IDA policy had tended to locate industry outside these regions; but now these redundancies
caused a shift in its policy which diluted somewhat the commitment to rural industrialisation.
Greater progress in promoting regional manufacturing calls for new initiatives to supplement
the current IDA strategies.

On the services front writers like Bell (1973) forecast a post-industrial society.
Their view of the future has been tellingly dissected by Kumar (1976). The latter sees

the specialisatton and bureaucratisation of services as an extension of Taylorism*

* Whelan (1980) writes: "Taylorism does not exist as a separate school because its fundamental teachings have
become the bedrock of all work design. The principles of scientific management arose, not from a science
of work but from a science of the management of other’s work under capitalist oonditions; the problem was
how best to control labour power that is bought and sold. These principles are.

(i) Dissociation of the labour process from the skills of the workers,
(ii) Divorce of conception from execution,
(iii) Use of monopoly over knowledge to control each step of the labour process and its

mode of execution."
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and an aspect or industrial society explicitly recogntsed by Saint Simon and Weber
who also predicted the rise of technocracy. Whatever the merits of the debate all are
agreed that service employment and bureaucratisation are increasing. If regional
economies are to benefit from such a growth workable structures need to be evolved
to facilitate local employment in these industries. The relocation of government

offices alone is insufficient and does not alter the nature of the centralisation.
Public employment is, none the less, important to the regional economy. Analysis
of public expenditure -(Ross 1978) showed that whereas social expenditure per
capita was highest in the poorest region and promotional expenditure (farm and
factory) Was highest in the moderately prosperous South and East,total expenditure
was highest in Dublin, the richest region, due to the size of the public wages bill.
Such an outcome was contrary to the stated aim of regional balance.

Another reason for a change in service provision is the growing scarcity
of public funds. A social engineering approach to planning frequently means the
provision of services by increased public employment. In Ireland the prospects of
taking that route are circumscribed by the growing level of net foreign borrowing
by the government. Kennedy (1981) has shown that much of this borrowing has been
devoted to civil service pay increases. Even so the option of relocating existing civil
service posts has met with considerable resistance and high levels of compensation
have been paid for quite short moves.

If public funds are scarce either social needs are left unfulfilled or other
strategies must be adopted that are less demanding on public resources. For some
the solution is to end government monopoly and foster an incentive system based on the
market. Such a solution has clear merit in particular eases but presupposes certain
conditions which may not prevail. A further worrying factor is the lack of concern of the
sheltered occupations for the sacrifices of workers in exporting industries and for the
plight of the growing numbers of unemployed. This lack of solidarity is demonstrated
by the levels of pay claims made and conceded. Perhaps these strikes reflect the
downgrading of professional status. They are certainly a threat to the social fabric
which a return to a free-for-all will not cure. In summary then a rethink of social
provision is needed which will ensure that all a locality’s resources can be mobilised
without undue call on state funds and in a manner which promotessolidarity. Workable
structures are needed to enable rural areas to retain their populations and meet
their own needs. Emphasis on agricultural rationalisation and IDA industrial
promotion alone cannot guarantee this.

THEORETICAL MODELS
Political

Watson and Humphrey (1979) have claimed that the British Fabianism
left social democracy with a planning ideology which cast economic rationality in the
imperative even at the expenses of democratic decisionmaking. Kumar (1976)
suggested that this tendency is inherent in industrialisation itself. The alliance of
economic rationality and social engineering produced a model in which the goal of
society was to maximise consumption and the role of popularly elected parliament was
to legitimise the pursuit of this goal "efficiently" by public experts in alliance with
professional managers through a hierarchically-disposed authority structure. The
individual was primarily a passive consumer thereby ignoring those aspects of work
which promoted self expression and social interaction. By treating economic
rationality as scientific, i.e. neutral, concerned socialists failed to perceive its
ideological nature. Those who were ’inefficient’ were rejected and the increasing
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tempo of competition ensured that ever more people were so classified and marginalised.
The organised resistance of crafts and professions was outflanked by Taylorism by

which specialisation increased dependence and compliance. Given the primacy of
economics there was no autonomy admitted for social and political development.
This position coincides with a conservative bias in respect of the structure of social
and political relations and a tendency to denigrate political representation. Govern-
ment becomes increasingly involved in dealings with non-representative interests
with few adverting to the threat to the political processes of legitimacy and cohesion
posed by the technocratic mode of ’representation’.

At the local level the remoteness of decisionmaking in the social engineering
process weakers the local sense of community, especially if the rationale behind
decisions is not clear and the decision poorly aligned with local needs. Within the
centralised institutions themselves organisational continuity is often a primary aim.
These bodies develop their own internal logic which is formed without there being
necessarily any sense of partnership or agreement with either the organisations
clientele, or with other agencies. In fact overlapping and competition between
agencies often fragment efforts at nation building. A further source of alienation
can arise in local communities if the professional training of officials leads them
to believe that they can solve development problems and design programmes although
their narrow speeialisation within a discipline affords them only a partial view of
reality. Local appreciation of wider issues may weaken local responsiveness to the
"solution". Faced with this lack of enthusiasm by locals the officials concerned will
often fail to reappraise the validity of their "solution" and instead regard local
attitudes as evidence of local backwardness.

In their critique of British social democracy Watson and Humphrey (op. cir. )
noted that planning ideology could have followed a more fruitful path - that espoused
by Cole and Tawney which was popularised in recent times by Sehumacher (1974).
An important concept for rural development is that of subsidiarity which holds that
responsibility for satisfying each human need should be vested in the smallest group
competent to do so. For Cole (1917, 1935), the central planning authority was not to be
given more power than needed for coordination. Decentralisation could cause tensions but
these were creative in a democracy. Schumacher later illustrated how this tension Could
be resolved (cf. Chapter 16). For Tawney (1966) a new industrial constitution was needed

and could come by asserting the priority of political over economic values in a society

in which industry becomes a form of public service. The details of this integral
democracy cannot delay us here. The idea is basically that economic rationality,
which produces riches for some, also produces poverty, economic oppression and
industrial strife, factors with which it cannot cope. Political rationality on the other
hand deals with the ordering or regulating of power relationships, operationalised
through the interlocking processes of legitimacy, responsibility and accountability
which sustain authority as a continuing basis of such regulation. Only by giving
primacy to a new politics can the social cohesion be created on which economic

efficiency itself depends.

Sociological

When we turn to sociology we find parallel developments to those in politics
and a very rich model by which to order our analysis. This basic model was elaborated
by Dov Weintraub, (1970) an Israeli sociologist and very fruitfully applied to Irish
conditions by Hannah and O’Carroll (1976). This paper is heavily indebted to Hannah’s
insights and to the work of another Irish sociologist, P. Commins (1979), whose work
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has an affinity with Hannan’s.

Within sociology a succession of views on regional development can be
traced fn recent decades. The first "eultural" view deemed underdevelopment as
due to the persistence of traditional cultural and social constraints combined with
the relative poverty of economic resources within the region. The solution
prescribed called for "change agents" to promote "modernisation".

critics of this view objected to the passive role ascribed to regional
inhabitants and sought to demonstrate that the sense people made out of life and
their coping with their particular economic and social constraints was as rational
as that of any "modern" person. Some of these constraints arose from the
inequalities within traditional societies which provided incentives to power elites
to resist change. The modified view was that people were not just helpless
’Yeaptives" of tradition but were so enmeshed in a system of explottative economic
and social relationships that they behave as if they were.

A second "structural" view held that the division of labour and competition
produced hierarchical structures which led to concentration of power, central
coordinating functions and overall dominance in a central place. In economics this
process was clarified by Myrdal’s (1957) concept of ’cumulative causation’ and
developed by Friedman (1969) in his theory of polarised development. The view,
modified to exclude the cruder ecological theories of competition and dominance,
retains the concept of metropolitan dominance i.e. concentration of economic,
political and socio-cultural power as well as innovative decisionmaking at the centre.
The hinterland is viewed as a passive reacting subsystem whose few, if any,
possibilities for autonomous action diminish as the division of labour proceeds.

Add a Neo-marxist perspective to the structural view and the ’dependence’
view is obtained. This starts from an understanding of the structural position of
underdeveloped countries within a world economic order i.e. types of products, terms
of trade, elasticity of demand for imports and exports and the relative distribution of
productivity gains in the centre and the periphery. Productivity gains at the centre
lead to higher wages; for the periphery they spell declines in employment and price.
This is so because the economies, typically of primary producers, are so conditioned
that they can only expand as a reflection of the expansion of dominant countries. This
dominance is maintained by the policies of foreign investment and aid pursued, by the
brand of modernisation promoted and by alliance with a local elite who benefit from
dependency.

Elliott (1975) considered the varying composition of elites in Third World
countries, both socialist and capitalist, and posited a "confidence mechanism" by
which the elite maintains credibility (e. g. token recruitment to the elite is shown to
be the reward of hard work. Lack of upward mobility is internalised by the rest as
a reflection of their personal shortcomings). Although the same factors are seen at
work in Marxist regimes Marxist theorists view dependency as an inevitable
consequence of capitalism. Translated to regional situations within a country the
consolidation of the nation state and accidents of early industrial location produce a
situation in which the peripheral primary producers cannot control the terms of trade
and lose the possibilities of endogenous growth in the face of powerful monopolies
at the centre which extend even to the cultural sphere through control of mass media.
Exponents of this view see development as requiring direct intervention aimed at
reversing the process through strengthening the political consciousness and power of
the peripheral group.
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Weintraub’s model

Clearly evidence can be presented for each of these interpretations.
However the attraction of work by Weintraub (1970) lies in its power to integrate
them as special cases within a more general model. Weintraub was struck by the
paucity of studies in 1970 which integrated the problems and process of rural
mobilisation with those of society as a whole. A book by Myrdal (1966) was one
of a few exceptions. Some studies did link factors at farm level with overall
conditions in the labour, goods and money markets but even these neglected the
"no less important areas of exchange - the political, the social and the cultural".
For Weintraub the excessive polar[sat[on between micro- and macro-orientations meant

that the interactions between society and the rural sector were omitted from both.
Thus valuable micro studies in anthropology and rural sociology were vitiated as
predictive studies since artificial assumptions about macro social factors led
factors to be used which were not the most significant. Studies of society building
on the other hand identified the wrong problems e.g. emphasising obstacles to
land reform where provision of infrastructures, credit and market were more

relevant.

"My basis hypothesis" wrote Weintraub (p. 369)" is that the characteristics
of the national center and of the rural sectoral organ[sat[on and their interaction
will influence the nature of rural development initiative or strategy and the flow of
resources to it, thus shaping the scope and the focus of this development, the extent
to which it is transformative, and the way in which it relates to changes in other
areas. In other words, macro social factors not only determine actual policies and
action programs but also may delimit, a priori, the extent of innovation, often
irrespective of specific rural structures, needs, and aspirations and the potential of
local modernizing elites; it is therefore the macro-social factors that determine
many of the problems, successes and failures of rural reconstruction".

In place of the simplistic dichotomy of dependency Weintraub painted a
richer canvas. He sought to characterise the centre (not necessarily a geographic
concept) on two broad criteria: its Orientation to rural reconstruction and its "inputs"
in terms of policies and allocations. Three criteria were proposed for the rural
sector based on the ability of groups and structures to outgrow particularistic
orientations, frameworks and interests and promote broader frames of action and
reference.

Common criteria can be applied to a delineation of some characteristics of
both centre and periphery. For each we need to discover (A) its guiding image of the
nature and future of rural society (B) its guiding image of its own position in society
and (C) the extent of its ability to mobilise. For each question Weintraub proposes three
aspects. For A (i) is rural society salient and autonomous? (ii) Is the aim to

preserve, develop, adapt or innovate? (iii) Which areas are to be emphasised/held
back in institutional and organisational development? B relates to participation in
interaction. (i) Does it see itself as bound by societal guidance? (ii) Is its involvement
passive, advisory, corrective or missionary? (iii) In weighing the costs and rewards
of involvement is itself-centred, "philanthropic" or ready for ’give and take’? C examines
the ability to carry out its aims in terms of decisionmaking, implementation, resources
and leadership. (i) Is it rich i.e. has it or can it call on resources ? (ii) Can it mobilise,
organise and channel resources to its policies ? (iii) Can it get adequate and realistic
data for its policies ?
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For the centre its images of itself and of the future of rural society define

the nature and extent of its commitment while question C defines its powerfulness.
For the periphery its powerfulness and its image of the future of rural society
define its mobilisation capacity while its image of itself defines its commitment to
involvement.    The third characteristic of the periphery seeks to measure its
influence with the centre so that it participates in policymaking and the allocation of
resources. Weintraub again specifies 3 aspects. (i) Its assets in the economic,
political and symbolic market place: has it any scarce resources or monopoly power?
can it hold the allegiance of local elites ? (ii) Does it have two way channels of
communication with the centre.? (iii) What is its sectoral organisation for using its
assets and its communicative potential?

Scoring positive or negative on these five criteria provides 32 simplistic
profiles which Weintraub used to classify different societies at different points in
time. It is a basic contention that this model provides a very powerful instrument
for developing insights in how workable structures could be developed in Irish rural
reconstruction. Insufficient material has accumulated to enable such a course to
be followed. Instead the paper seeks to examine some of the intellectual modes and
certain aspects of Irish rural development which would need to be taken into account
in any attempt to use the model as an analytical tool.

IRISH EXPERIENCE

Irish experience, however, should warn against any tendency towards a
doctrinaire attachment to specific models. Debates on regional policy in Ireland
in the sixties were similar to those in many countries. In general economists tended

to favour urban concentration, growth poles, physical planning, social engineering,
moving people to the jobs, all couched in the language of national and sectoral
economic rationality. In Ireland official policy statements resisted the appeals of
economists to plumb for these options. Recent research in Ireland has vindicated even
on efficiency grounds the official decision to engage in dispersed industrialisation.
The arguments for growth poles have proved faulty. People have freely chosen to
return to ’uneconomic’ locations. Multinationals did not have the predicted
characteristics which disposed them to locate at growth poles. Export profits tax
relief was optimal. In all these cases the consensus of professionals was faulty, (Ross
1981). Irish economists were not unique in their attachment to classical models

predicting from poorly formulated assumptions as other European studies demonstrate.
Economists need to become more involved in their support for those pioneering new
approaches to regional development.

Manufacturing

Part of these new approaches relate to manufacturing employment. The
national agency, IDA, has set targets for job creation by town and area. In the past
redundancies from freeing trade have reduced the net impact of such promotion. In
spite of fears of the damage to rural communities by ’implanted industrialisation’ the
programme has come to be appreciated even by its critics. The difficulty now is that
by the most sanguine expectations concerning its considerable successes it is unlikely
to prove sufficient to relieve more than a part of the demand. The EEC does not
possess an industrial policy to complement its emphasis on agricultural rationalisation
though it does support training. In fact its opposition to the IDA’s Export Profit Tax
Relief was not balanced by a recognition of the needs. As competition intensified
for internationally footloose industry the IDA has shifted towards a greater reliance
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on the expansion of established industry, to the development of local linkages and to
a search for individuals with marketable ideas. The potential of such small-scale
industry is being demonstrated increasingly.

The search is more intensively conducted by the Shannon Free Airport Development
Company (SFADCo) which hitherto had executive responsibility for the Mid West region
(the only region with such a body) and by Gaeltarra l~ireann (now Udar~s na Gaeltachta)
which has the Irish speaking areas as its remit. SFADCo has relinquished its responsibility
for general industrialisation in the Mid West to IDA to enable it to pursue small scale
promotion. Initial reports indicate dramatic successes from this intensification but no
detailed study is yet available. Whereas SFADCo’s area is a fairly prosperous one, that
of Gaeltarra is the poorest in the State. Its initiatives will be discussed later.

EEC interest in Irish rural industrialisation led to the sponsoring of a study by
Conway and Higgins (1978) of the Agricultural Institute which presented an overview
similar to that of Ross and Walsh (1978) but in greater detail. Apart from a brain-storming
section on the scope for new employment, Conway and Higgins suggest that the dispersed
nature of rural markets may prevent the extent of latent demand being registered. Without
this information latent supplies are not forthcoming. Devices introduced to improve such
market information would therefore improve both welfare and employment. Conway is
currently being afforded an opportunity to operationalise this and other concepts ha the
field under the terms of yet another EEC contract. This contract seeks to identify the
feasibility of integrated rural development in the context of the West of Ireland. This
approach had been studied by Ross (1975) in the context of Pakistan.

A close-up study of needs in the spirit of Cole and Tawney will produce some
proposals which call for intervention activities by the State. In other cases the proposals
will call for a reduced public role. These arise where the costliness of public provision
and monopoly powers have combined to restrict or prevent supply and where a more
flexible approach based on private provision could have provided both a supply and
employment. Some economists, notably Barrett      have sought to identify such cases.

Agriculture

At the end of the sixties the poor outlook for agricultural expansion, buoyant
industrial production and a philosophy of economic rationalism combined in the Mansholt
proposals of the EEC Commission. The "solution" was to be massive exodus from
farming. In the absence of an EEC policy on rural industrialisation these proposals
might have suited the Netherlands but would have been disastrous in the low densities
of Ireland where most of the rural population live at a distance from even quite small
towns. By 1973 the year of Ireland’s accession to the EEC Mansholt’s proposals were
being forgotten as industry slumped and farm prices rose. Between 1970 and 1977 real
per capita incomes on Irish farms doubled. This was partly due to a slower decline
in the labour force (20 per cent). Growth in real output levels did not reflect the powerful
price stimulus and much of the income increase came from a shift towards dairying and
barley production which favoured the richer farmers. Ross (1979) has shown that the
value of CAP supports in 1977 averaged £2, 144 per family farm worker in County Cork
where average incomes were £6,140 as compared with a support of £270 in Donegal where
average incomes were only £1,735 (i. e., 80 per cent of the Cork subsidy). This in part

reflected better structures in Cork, in part the choice of products ~ support. EEC price
supports do not favour peripheral agricultures, e.g., the sheep, oats and potatoes of
Donegal.

Much of the benefit arose from the depreciation of sterling. Membership
of the European Monetary System since 1979 has blocked off that source of price
rises to farmers. Continuing high rates of domestic inflation have not been

balanced by exchange depreciation so that farmer incomes have declined
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drastically (over 40 per cent in two years) bringing them back towards pre-EEC
levels. In the process those who invested in expansion at high rates of haterest
as well as those who partook in the feverish land speculation have fared badly.
The net result of these fairly extensive and not easily repeatable experiences in
agriculture has been to show the limited power of price supports to retain farm
employment, hacrease output or solve the inadequate income levels of the majority
of farmers.

The EEC experience set off a land speculation responding to haflation which
was unrelated to the productive capacity of the soil. This made structural reform
and entry to farming prohibitively expensive and also rendered unattractive EEC
farm retirement schemes. That the major EEC structural proposal - the Farm
Modernisation scheme - was a relic of the old Mansholt proposals was shown by
the fact that it afforded preferential treatment to ’development farmers’, a category

which 80 per cent of Irish applicants failed to reach (this fraction was higher in some
regions) and compared unfavourably with the achievement of the pre-EEC
pilot areas scheme and the small farm hacentive bonus scheme. While EEC farm
development policy has been increasingly deflected away from these ’other’ farmers
their poor circumstances has led the State to supplement their incomes by small
holders’ assistance. It is, perhaps, ironic, ha terms of the previous discussion,
that while marginal farmers gained little, the spin-off effects of the higher prices~

as Attwood (1979) has shownjwere greatly to the benefit of ’sheltered’ employment
in the professions and goven~ment service.

EEC Initiatives

On the EEC front recognition that price supports were inadequate led to the
1975 Disadvantaged Areas Scheme. This scheme has, however, been criticised
by Cox (1977) because the bulk of the cost is Irish borne and could be used better
elsewhere. More recently EEC voted £42 millions in a large scale package for
Western drainage without evaluating existing land use or whether land mobility
might not be a better objective as Commins (1979a) noted.    Part of the problem is
that all these fragmented schemes, both Irish and EEC, often act at cross-purposes.
Commhas, Cox and Curry (1978) instance the case where the Disadvantaged Area
scheme conflicts with hacentives to farm retirement. As Higghas (1977) reported,
part is due to the lack of local organisational frameworks to implement development
programmes. There is a growing demand for a total approach (see Ross 1978). At
EEC level,for example, the French total approach based on contrats (see below) is
included by the French socialist group ha their proposals for a more effective
Common Agricultural Policy. Awareness is also growhag at Commission level with
the launching of a Community-wide three-year study of the potentialities of Integrated
Rural Development. The Irish programme as we have seen, will be led by Conway.

A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF FRANCE

A study of theoretical models and Irish experience should logically lead to
an examination of the applications of these models with a view to some proposals
for future action. However, before formulathag such proposals it would be
instructive to look at parallel experiences ha France where the strong ’etatist’
tradition provides an impetus to great centralisation. Irish administration, perhaps
as a legacy of a colonial past, is also very highly centralised. Even local bodies
serve much larger areas than the European norm. Statutory bodies, it is alleged

(Commins e t al 1978) are neither hanovative, performance - nor achievement -
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oriented but paternalistic and usually expected to be so. Given the strictures
on social engtueering this attitude could be an asset. The French comparison
is of interest, first, in showing whether the cen tralising trend can be countered

successfully and, second, because French experience has a strong effect on
policies adopted by the EEC. This experience, drawn from Watson (1978) appears
to have influenced the Proposals of the French socialists in relation to integrating
CAP with the Social and Regional Funds.

In France a painful reappraisal of functional regionalism has raised the
quali~tive issue of ’whose development ?’, the question of contral, prompted by
CELIB’s publication of a ’Livre Blanc’ oll ’% New Ambition for Brittany" In 1971.
The lesson is that such a challenge is needed to prevent another functional ’solution’
of regional problems, i.e., via depopulation and cultural assimilation. Prior to
this, regional policy under DATAI~ (Delegation a i’Amenagement du Territoire et
a l’Action l~egionale) had shifted as a result of work on ’pilot sectors of rural
development’. These had shown the traditional difficulties of Inter-ministry
co-ordination, the Inadequate knowledge of local requirements and the need for
’animateurs’. They also revealed a need for the multisector approach set out in
VI Plan 1970. The new developments eontined the swing away from policies
involving large scale capital investment and growth poles In a ’move from an elitist
and uniform development conceived in terms of individualised aid to a comprehensive
and diversified development of the "petit pays" giving absolute priority to collective
projects’. In this ’animation’ aimed at ’the creation of a new mentality’, ’a future-
oriented consciousness’ and ’an Intercommunal team spirit’ through the sensibil-
isation’ of the partners (authorities and local interests) in the development process.

The vehicle for this new work was ’contrats d’amenagement’ offered to
middle sized cities (20-100,000) in 1972 and to ’pays’ in 1975. These contracts
for local development run for three years and can be bid for by a group of communes
forming a ’pays’. Since the involvement of central government agencies or
consultancy firms would weaken or subvert the exercise DATAI~ provided on the spot
full-time ’animateurs’ to help communes formulate a contract. These animateurs
were required to be resource persons, encouraging Initiatives, offering advice and
liaising between groups and local authorities. DATAI~ would welcome it if the pays
formed a syndicate to implement the contract. The activities of DATAR reveal the
integrity of its commitment to decentralisation. Nevertheless, Watson has commented
on an almost pathological reluctance to ’let go’ for fear the pays will make mistakes
(i. e., from a national viewpoint). Unless the centre sheds responsibility and
expertise the danger of national rationatisation remains. The future of the regions
depends on increased political autonomy by which the centre can be kept at a distance
limited to a redistributive function. DATAR favours such a development but
traditional ministries are not enthusiastic. Although annual expenditure on contrats
is considerable resources for large scale investments are considerably greater still.

This summary of French experience is presented as a supplement to Irish
work along similar lines and as an ingredient in the formulation of some proposals
for rural development. Before making these proposals let us return to Irish studies
which clarify some dimensions of Weintraub’s model.

:Mapping Weintraub’s model

As we have seen the main thrust of the EEC’s socio-economie policies in
agriculture would declare 80 per cent of Irish farmers as unable to reach viability.
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Hmlnan and O’Carroll (1976) found farmers adopted one of four stances to these
developments. (i) Fully adapted to new order; (ii) unable to adapt; (iii) rejected
farming; (iv) rejected new order. The authors hypothesised a relationship between
land structure, demographic structure and enterprise choice from a study of these
four responses. From this basis the Irish agricultural map could be subdivided ha
terms of We[ntraub’s categories to attempt a predictive model of the mobilisat[on
courses for each area identified. The actual mapph~g was reported by O’Carrol[,
Van der Wusten m~d Passchier (1978). Joint monitorhag of macro told micro
processes on this basis was held to be ’immensely superior’ to focussing on each
one in isolation. Ham~an and O’Carroll illustrated their approach for two regions
in terms of their resource base, value systems and network types m~d h~eluded
consideration of the urban sector.

Hmman and O’Carroll concluded that in all categories of farmhlg dependency
was increasing But where modernisation had de -legitin~ised the traditional, relatively
autonomous sociocultural system, a sense of helplessness followed. Small to
medium size farmers suffered a clear sense of ’declassment’. These trends,
coupled with the extreme degree of representative delegation, had left Irish rural
mobilisation "a rather sickly grm~dchild of the basically economically motivated
mass political movement of the late nineteenth century".

The agencies of the centre were neither locally popularly representative
nor lhlked to voluntary organisations. Official expertise dominated both decision
making and problem definition told was opposed to differential strategies for differellt
regions. The centre lacked mobilisation capacity and held a rather ambiguous
moral commitment to matntaintng traditional ruralistie values and structures
alongside industrial modernisation. This essentially conservative "ttnkerhag"
philosophy was in the short run interest of eertaha sectors of the admhlistrative
elite. The centre showed no concern for structural reform by anticipating and
coping with the tnevitable social class, cultural and social structural consequences
of eeonomie and social change. In spite of this depressing summary the authors
noted that where loeal executive power had been delegated,( i. e., in the cases of
SFADCo and Gaeltarra ) the ability and commitment displayed by these agencies
were able to overcome the formal deficiencies of organisational forms by using,:a
populist approach to achieve mobilisation. Otherwise the social climate favoured
neither the emergence of private entrepreneurs or dynamic co-operatives.
Dependency in the Irish context, therefore, was different to that studied elsewhere.

It is not clear whether the same conclusions would be penned as strongly
today tn the face of evidence of rural rejuvenation and of the efforts to fLnd ways to
overcome these defieienees. This provocative article does, however, challenge
others to pursue the analysis further.

Studies by Commtns

In two valuable contributions Cornmins studies the promotion of socio-

economic change in local communities at the rn~ero-level by (a) co-operatives
m~d (b) community development. Alternative methods would be private enterprise,
social engineering by public agencies and social action. This paper will not study
the first two alternatives. The social action approach is treated later. It is not
suggested that these methods are mutually exclusive. In fact these categories can
overlap or promote each other in any concrete situation. Frequelltly the approaches
reflect different conceptions of the problem and different philosophies of how to
tackle it. A priori it is believed that the social engh~eertng approach has difficulty
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in accommodating the other approaches. For example, although Local Authorities
have permissive powers to delegate to community councils, these powers are
rarely used.

Commins (1979a) has distinguished three types of co-operatives in Western
Ireland. First are the co-operatives engaged in large scale agribusiness. These,

marketing farm outputs,are becoming ever more corporate in form. The national
body for co-operatives - Irish Co-operative Organisation Society(ICOS)- is almost
exclusively devoted to the mechanics of marketing. Thus, no agency is accessible at
the pre-format stage to educate in competence and co-operative ideals and to
mobilise. Nor has the commercial co-operative movement any banking group to
help co-operatives. Commins’s second category are groups co-operating on a
joint scheme, such as water supplies, often sponsored by a Community Council.
The third group sprang up in 1966 in Irish speaking areas as a spin-off of revitalis-
ation and protest groups. These latter, inspired by societal decay, received
added impetus from the Civil l~ights groups of the late sixties. The twenty two
co-operatives active in 1977 stressed the development of indigenous resources
and community services and represent a return to the concepts of the former
Congested Districts Board of the nineteenth century - which was abolished following
independence. There is a difference, however, inarea in that these co-operatives
have the active encouragement of Gaeltarra whose remit does not extend outside
Irish speaking areas. These small scale bodies are involved in land reclamation,
crafts, tourism, lamb and fish farming and have collected much of their funds
from their "extended communities" outside Ireland. Although their activities
have been subsidised to the extent of £1,000 per employee per annum Commins
reckoned that compared to CAP subsidies, and considering the experimental nature
of their activities, that costs were not unreasonable. Gaeltarra had reeognised
that the formidable problems of hmovation were compounded by remoteness and
cultural difficulties of the areas and had evolved ’integrated projects’. This
meant a package put together by identifying products and markets and by training
personnel which could be handed over to co-operatives. This would use Gaeltarra’s
expertise effectively and remove these onerous tasks from local promoters. It
would leave the latter free to develop their group and their management structures,
formidable tasks in their own right. Commins likened this initiative to the Canadian
method of "project and education".

Community Development

Commins (1979a) also studied community development in Western Ireland.
This approach stressed ’process’ goals of developing civic consciousness and
competence to work co-operatively but also had ’task’ goals. Partly as a result
of the structure of the public service and partly arising from an accent on consensus
very few economic tasks were undertaken. Activity centred on water supplies,
community centres and the development of recreational and social infrastructures.
However, some councils did go beyond this by extending the concept of credit unions
to the community as a whole.

The major study of community development, however, reported the previous
year (Commins, Katsiaouni and Sheridan 1978). This EEC contract commissioned
the Agricultural Institute to evaluate an EEC sponsored pilot programme of community
development by a volm]tary organisation - Muintir na Tire.

Muintir na Tire, a rural organisation founded in the thirties,had 250 affiliated
community councils and obtained EEC funding to develop a pilot scheme employing
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seven Community Development Officers (CDO) over four years. The Agricultural
Institute was asked to examine the experiment in terms of the methods and content
of training of CDOs, the scope of their role and the integration of community
development (CD) with national planning. Muintir’s philosophy was based on
consensus and drew its leadership from clergy, teachers, doctors and other
professionals. A major aim was to extend the number of affiliated community
councils and this created some difficulties for the CDOs seeking to satisfy the
expectations of both Muintir and the EEC Social Fund. The research workers faced
difficulties due to the changes in objectives defined as the research proceeded.

The training programme was a success in providing conceptual knowledge
of principles m~d techniques of CD. It was less successful at first in developing
the diagnostic and interactional skills essential at field level. Academic specialists
found it difficult to relate their knowledge to practical situations mid public officials
tended to favour information cramming. Success stories would have been more
inspiring than information in creating a sense of mission and a belief in the worth
of the task.

The CDOs were professionals andjlike all professionalsavalued autonomy,
discretion and peer evaluation. They therefore tended to be critical of organisations
and administrators. This led to tension where their achieved competence and views
on organisational change were not conceded by the Muintir administration. A critical
self-appraisal of this source of friction could be valuable.

The experimellt assumed that community self-help would require institutional
support and would be conditioned by the degree of public (government) support for
self-reliance mid by the status accorded to voluntary work. The experiment
demonstrated that amicable links could be forged with statutory bodies. However,
where CD was successful in a project with a statutory backing the body concerned
had no means to generalise this success to other situations or even to disseminate
information about it. This was partly a consequence of the fragmentary nature of
the local presence of state agencies. In developing collaboration the implicit model
of CD is important. CD can neither operate divorced from the age~]cies nor merely
as an extension of them. CD is not a substitute for government. The best situation
is one in which the CD is able to challenge the agency and collaborate as it deems
appropriate. Commins proposed that all voluntary bodies retain their own functions
but have the facility to call on a special body for core trah~ing and service needs.
This "community resource development and service agency" would provide an
overall framework, separate from both statutory agencies and voluntary bodies
and have functions relating to Community development, Commtulity education and
Social Services. It could be an extension of the existing National Social Service
Council. This national framework would facilitate a flexible parlnership of CD
with the agencies at local level. Here Community development officers could be
financed by local authorities on the lines of the successful county development officers
or employed by a grouping of community councils. These proposals recall the
French practice with animateurs.

Commins concluded that the pilot scheme, which ended for lack of finance in
1978, questioned the universal applicability of some hallowed concepts of CD
orthodoxy, viz: (1) Non-directive roles are not always appropriate for CDOs;
(2) surveys of felt needs require careful Interpretation if a basis for action is to be
defined; (3) participation can be expressed in ways other than the active involvement
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of all. The pilot scheme proved that economic development could be successfully
promoted. Nevertheless, Commins concluded that the greatest scope lay with
giving people of industrialising societies a new sense of meaning and purpose in
their own localities.

Combat Poverty

Another pilot scheme also supported by the EEC sought to develop hmovative
methods for combatting poverty, arguing that the continued existence of widespread
poverty during the pre-1973 growth period had shown up the limitations of the old and
tried methods. The scheme was run by a National Committee who saw their task as
(i) identifying needs for social change by soctal analysis, (ii) launching a l=rocess of
change by action-research and (iii) evolvhug structures to support the continuation of the
change process. The National Committee adopted a pilot approach since it would enable
their limited resources to be concentrated on carefully monitored experiments in selected
areas. Such a focus would provide a better understanding of the inter-relationship of
social problems and hopefully throw up ways to give the deprived greater autonomy,
self-respect and some influence over the development of programmes intended to help
them. The lessons learned would be a valuable input in the evolution of successful
general policies. The premises on which the scheme was founded made the structural
explanation of poverty the most acceptable candidate and also promoted an image of
change which was in general not one of liberal optimism. Opposition was predicted to
the attempts to change consciousness, social structures and the distribution of power.

The Final Report (1980) is a chronicle of the evolution of the programme but
does not contain the field reports on social action (which to date have not been published).
The final report details how ideology led to a polarisation within the staff, between the
staff and the National Committee, as well as between the Committee and the government.
Thus field activities varied with the outlook of the personnel assigned to individual projects.
To meet all viewpoints a compromise package of four elements was adopted: a Community
Action Research Project, A Welfare Rights Project, A Supplementary Welfare Allowance ’

project and a Social Service Council Project. The latter two were fact-finding and their
published reports have illuminated some dimensions of poverty in Ireland. The other two

involved social action at three urban and three rural locations. Additional work was
contracted out. A great variety of projects were attempted, some apparently with
considerable success. It is difficult with the information provided in the Final Report

to assess what was achieved. The project~as outlined above,was intended to have a
research arm to monitor progress but the proclivity towards action precipitated
programmes and research was minimal.

In part the problem was that the pilot nature of the experiment called for a local
focus while the structural explanation of poverty called for a national campaign. In
the given local context the appropriate solutions to the national problem were difficult to
identify. Where political action was resorted to measures of success were not devised.
Where opposition was encountered the mechanisms used to prevent challenges to traditional
power groups were not elucidated. How local groups could best gain access to local
decision-making processes was not reported.

By not drawing out adequately the lessons of the practical interventions the National
Committee did not succeed in its other aims of raising people’s awareness of the structural
origins of poverty nor of contributing to national policies.

However, the work of both the Muintir na Tire and Combat Poverty pilot schemes
were not without fruit. A follow-up to both schemes is a potentiality of the newly established
Poverty Agency and the proposed National Community Development Agency.
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A PROPOSAL FOR AN INTEGRATED APPROACH

In making proposals the framework proposed by Weintraub provides a useEul
means of relating the diverse topics covered in the paper. Weintraub’s brief appraisal
of different countries and the same country at different points in time led him to conclude
that the ideal macro-social arrm]gement resulted from a situation in which (i) the centre
was (a) powerful and (b) committed to national building based on inter alia a vibrant
rural society and where (ii) the periphery (non-central groups) was also (c) powerful,
(d) Influential, (e) self-confident mid participatory. The evaluation of m~y concrete
situation would require a score for each of these five characteristics so that, at this
level, a binary score would produce 32 (25) archetypes. In reality each factor is capable
of refinement so that an infinite variety of macro-social relationships can be identified.
Once the situation has been clarified the second stage requires identifying means of
In[luenchng the characteristics in the desired direction or of compensating for deficiencies
where change is difficult or impossible.

The powerfulness of the centre can be measured in several ways: First its
command over, or access to, autonomous resources. The ability of the Irish government
in this respect is circumscribed by the relative wealth of the comltry and its very open
and small character. Nevertheless, Ireland is in the top thirty of countries on the basis
of income per capita and has a good record as a borrower. Second, its power can be
measured by the strength of its mobilisation system which affects not only its own resources
but also its ability to induce others to support its policies. The scope for further borrowing
by the Irish government is limited by the need to repay the funds from productive investment
widely defined. The sources of further taxation are controlled by the rising tendency of
taxpayers to by-pass the government via the black economy. Mobilisation is not merely
gat/lering resources but also deploying them to maximum advantage using a variety of
instruments including regulation and control, d~rect ownership and fiscal incentives.
As Commins has noted, the models used can be any mixture of private enterprise, social
enghleering by public agencies, promotion of co-operatives, community development
and social action. The exact combination chosen will depend on the nature of the centre’s

commitment to rural welfare mid reconstruction. This, so we have seen, will be influenced
by the centre’s guiding image of the nature mid future of local society, the centre’s
orientation towards change, e.g., conservative, adaptive, innovative, mid the institutions,
or decision-making processes, it is prepared to develop or retard. The centre’s
powerfulness will also depend on its ability to obtain adequate data for its policies -

e.g., from State agencies, transnational finns,etc, information will also play an
important role in defining the commitment stance it adopts mid its perceptions of the
feasibility and desirability of institutional change.

The moderate success of Irish development to date indicates that the Irish
government’s commmld over resources and its ability to mob[lise has not been negligible.
The limitations arise because the resources, as currently deployed, are unlikely to prove
adequate, given the challenges of the demographic tr~asfol~nation, and the prospect of
large increases hn funds are remote. In e~nmon with many countries seekh~g to promote
the Welfare Sl:ato Irish governments have built up an apparatus based on professional
workers in public employment in alliance with professional managers of industry seeking
to promote maximum consumption on a social engh~eering basis. Increasingly the

meaning of maximised consumption for private welfare has been challengedas has the
value of a system which marginalises those who are inefficient, weakens social cohesion
and denigrates political responsibility while deploring the symptoms of social stress,
such as rising crime rates. Humphrey and Watson (op. cir. ) have made the case for
a return to political primacy and to the inspiration of concerned people, such as Cole
and Tawney, who foresaw the consequences of economic rationality based on social
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engineering. In the reassment of the Welfare State the arguments of those favouring
market solutions are not without force in many areas but are especially advantageous
to the strong. Without a modLfied structure the market cannot be expected to succour
the marginalised. The work of C0mmins and the experience of DATAR in France point
to areas of institutional change where social needs can be provided on a local basis in
a more fruitful alliance with central institutions and often at less cost and greater social
control. Much of the reform relates to the peripheral side of Wehltraub’s model.

The powerfuh~ess of a non-central group, which could be a rural, peripheral or
a social fringe group, is an amalgam of three elements. First, there is its commitment
to its own reconstruction which includes tlm role it sees for itself, its attitude to change
and the models and institutions it believes will further its development. Second comes
its command over, or access to, autonomous resources and finally its mobilisation
capacity. The latter includes formal organisations of interest groups and marketing
institutions as well as informal mechanisms, such as client-patron ties. Hannan and
O’Carroll found considerable differences in Irish communities viewed along these
dimensions. The existing system of local government does not have access to autonomous
resources and local communities are frequently ironware of the mltapped resources
potentially at their disposal since the model of development they hold may be inappropriate.
The task of the Muintir na Tire and Combat Poverty studies was to contribute to an
altered appreciation of suchpotentials at the social and economic levels. Work at the
Institute of Public Administration, e.g., Chubb et al (1971), sought to promote the
restoration and development of political power eroded by the pressure for centralisation
in both the British and modenl Irish state.

For We[ntraub the second dimension to measure at the periphery is its influence
with the centre by which it can participate in both policy making and the allocation of resources.
The assessment would reckon the overall economic, political and symbolic assets possessed
by the peripheral society which would enable it to reward its elites for their commitment and
loyalty. It would evaluate whether a two way system of dialogue exists between the periphery
and the centre and also appraise how its mobilisation capacity enables it to exploit its assets
and its channels of communication. In this connection Garvint~a~s~held that the populist basis

of Irish nation building has afforded the rural areas such great political and symbolic assets
as to enable the periphery to impose its values on the centre. Hannah and O’Carroll (op. cit)
echo this theme where they referred to the centre’s commitment to maintaining traditional
rurali’stic values and structures alongside industrial modernisation. In the precis of their

work abov%a populist approach by some executive agencies was shown to compensate for
formal deficiencies in organisational forms in the limited regions where they operate.

Weintraub’s third dimension sought to determine the self awareness and self confidence
of peripheral societies and their willingness to participate in the national interaction of centre
and peripheries. -~

(--That such a willingness exists is shown by Cearta Sibhialta na Gaeltachta - the Civil

Rights movement of the Irish speaking areas - from which there springs the cooperative
movements documented by Commins above. It is also shown by the attempt by ten parishes
in North-West Clare to create their own planning arrangements. This promising initiative
was studied with the help of another EEC contract (Katsiaouni 1975) :It petered out,exhausted
by the delaying tactics of elements of the state apparatus and by local political leaders who
felt threatened by an initiative they did not control. Further evidence is furnished in the
Combat Poverty experience, etc.
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From this summary the outlines of what might constitute a strengthening of the

local dimension in regional development and in social provision can be discerned. Ross
.(1978) proposed that it contain four constituents based on his experience in Pakistan
(see Kervyn 1977)

.

2.

3.

4.

A regional assembly popularly elected.
A council of community development organisations and other
voluntary bodies.
An executive agency on the line of the existing agencies SFADCO
and Udaras na Gaeltachta.
A regional conference of locally involved central Department officials.

i.     A regional assembly is necessary to reassert the primacy of politics over
economics. Such reaffirmation is only meaningful if the assembly has command over and
access to autonomous resources and if the assembly can provide leadership in a local
mobilisation system. Without significant powers the allegiance of local elites cannot be
guaranteed. In the present system local elites often seek local office as a stepping stone
to central power and so feel threatened by efforts by unelected groups to better their
local conditions. The absence of real power held by local representatives means that to
get benefits for their electorate they must kowtow to the county manager and his staff.
Recent experience shows that the latter can go so far as to blacklist representatives who
express concern over manifest corruption on the part of the staff. The oft exercised
ability of the centre to suspend local councils who will not comply with the manager’s
wishes is a clear indication of the scope for local representatives and explains their
reluctance to make a permanent commitment to local politics.

2.     Political leadership provides the legitimacy for local strivings and a means of
participation in decisign-making for all seeking to promote some aspect of local welfare.
The richness of such leadership depends on the existence of a network of interest groups
willing to assume responsibility for those subsidiary functions which lie within their ambit
of competence. These functions are already exercised to a considerable extent in Irish
society where, for example, farmers provided marketing and insurance services to the
agricultural community and religious communities provided education, health and welfare
services. Inflation, centralisation and the increasing dominance of service provision by
organised professionals has denigrated such voluntary effort and accounts for much of the
growth of expenditure by central bureaucracy. Scarcity of public funds coupled with
professional intransigence could mean that vital services will remain unprovided in the
future which, under other institutional arrangements, would be well within local competence
to run and finance. In many cases, as Commins suggests, the role of the groups would be
to operate in fruitful association with official bodies, neither supplanting or subserving them.
Combat Poverty suggests that in other cases power shifts will not occur without a rebellion
of the exploited. The scope for organisation along the lines of subsidiary function needs
clarifying and the potential for the new means of communications e.g., citizen band radio
and television to simplify and cheapen some services, especially in sparsely populated
areas, requires further exploration.

The advantage of a Council of Voluntary bodies is that it facilitates the identifying
of needs, the search for solutions, the allocation of tasks, and the publicising of successes,
both within the local area and between areas. A national federation of local councils could
discharge the training functions for development officers identified by Commins and the
accumulation of expertise on the role of voluntary groups in resource mobilisation. It would
be influential enough to induce voluntary bodies, whose role has in the past been cast mainly
in an adversary stance, to study the potential for national building. For example,
examination of the Hasdramut activities in Israel might offer possibilities for a new role for
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Irish Trade Unions. The success of novel approaches, such as housing cooperatives,
¯ worker managed firms, the Rural Housing Organisation etc. could be calculated and the

scope for their activities enhanced in fruitful dialogue. Mechanisms for an enlarged
voluntary role in crime control is another topic worthy of research and implementation.

3.     The proposal to set up local development agencies is inspired by the success
of SFADCO and Udaras na Gaeltachta in the limited areas over which they operate. Some
other areas have obtained dedicated service from highly committed and motivated County
Development Officers whose enthusiasm is often inversely related to the wealth of their
areas. SFADCO is currently engaged in an experimental scheme of small industry
promotion. It is likely that the lessons learned will enable the concept and structures
to be extended to other regions.

The proposal is linked to the concept of contracts developed under French plmmh]g
by which local areas develop a project proposal and tender for a contract with the
central authorities. DATAR’s experience with such contracts favours the community
forming a syndicate to execute the contracts. Such syndicates would benefit from the
help of the executive agencies or development officer provided the specific ’task’ goal
of the contract does not take precedence over the ’process’ goal of developing civic
self confidence mid competence to tackle local needs. DATAR had this danger to the
forefront when it defined the supportive role of ’mlimateurs’ where local expertise proved
deficient. Provided this requirement is safeguarded the syndicate could contract with
the development agency for the discharge of the work. Alternatively the development
agency could adopt, where necessary, the role of Gaeltarra discussed above by which
the agency used its expertise to develop a product and a training package and left the
operation of the project to the local group.

Some years ago local authorities were urged to become development corporations.
An objection frequently heard then is that local bodies are ill equipped for the planning
role which a policy of decentralisation and local development requires. The size of
their operations, it is argued, does not permit them to attract and retain top calibre
people. Acquaintance with local officials will quickly dispel any notion of their general
lack of ability or commitment. Local bodies would have more resources if, instead of
relocating sectors of central departments, policy preferred to contract back to local
level many of the central government functions which have a local element. The local
authority’s economic role, however, might need redefining so that some of its tasks,
e.g., roads, water and sewerage, housing, could constitute contract projects tendered
for by the Development Agency or by local syndicates. This reorganisation could
overcome the lack of spirit and verve associated with some forms of public works at
present.

The achninistrative tasks of local bodies would remain and these are discussed
below.

4.     The final proposal is for a conference of centrally employed officials with a
local base. This would provide a two-way channel of communications between the local
community and central agencies and also between the agencies themselves. Such
conferences already exist in the Central Development Committee of the Department of
Finance which employs the county development officers. The Regional Development
Organisation also serves this function. However the role envisaged is expected to be
greater than heretofore.
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Centrally based officials would keep their locally based departmental colleagues
informed of any activities by the Department in the area and this information would be
available across departments so that the fragmentation of existing practice would be
repaired. The conference would serve as a resource centre for the development agency,
the local voluntary groups and the local assembly in emulation at a higher level of Combat
Poverty’s successful resource centres. The contacts and interactions between the four

groups would provide mobilisation systems for both local and central interests in
national building. Through the conference a central agency, for example, could publicise

its policies, receive local evaluation of their impact and call for public support in their
implementation. The conference could have a key role as a go-between interposed
between the regional and national assemblies. Freedom by local development agencies
to pursue local goals requires some coordinating mechanism at national level to ensure
an efficient interregional allocation of scarce national resources promoth~g overall
national advantage. Schumacher (op cit) has proposed some methods by which large
firms can afford considerable autonomy to their branches. Ross (1969) also showed
how a situation in which regions bid for scarce national resources could be operationalised
to achieve an integrated national result without detailed central knowledge of the local
planning. The concept could be developed by whie~h each region would contract to
achieve defined results in return for an allocation of national resources. The costs
calculations of any region could be based on nationally derived opportunity costs of the
resources nationally supplied and leave the region free to mobilise its own internal
resources and set its own development programme. In the exchange between the regions

and the centre the conference proposed above could play a vital role of communication
and control.

All four bodies will need back-up services and someone charged with the
responsibility of maintaining liaison. This service could perhaps be supplied by the
administrative section of existing local authorities who will have hivedoff their economic
tasks to the development agency. Alternatively the function could be attached to the
development agency and the existing local body activities located there in a restructured
form designed to maximise efficiency, interaction and participation of the four bodies
proposed. In the development of such a schema fri.ctions are bound to occur, as Commins
has noted. It is important to establish the sources of such friction and to design the
allocation of power between the four bodies so that the system of checks and balances
provides the dynamic tension at local level and between local and central levels which
Weintraub found to be most conducive to successful nation building.
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